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Erim Bilgin was born and raised in Istanbul, Turkey. Unhappy with being overweight at
14, he developed an eating disorder. He fought anorexia for a year before deciding to
learn more about health and optimal nutrition, which led him to raw veganism and 30
Bananas a Day — a site for vegans following the low fat raw vegan (LFRV) lifestyle that
Dr. Douglas Graham proselytizes. Graham says the optimal macronutrient ratio for
humans is 80/10/10: 80 percent of calories from carbohydrates, 10 percent from fat and
10 percent from protein. This means a diet of raw fruits and vegetables, but mostly
fruits, a program that Erim obediently followed for three years.

Posting under the alias “Apple-Man,” Erim was a frequent and welcome contributor to
the 30 Bananas a Day message board, until he recently quit veganism at the age of 19.
Now they donʼt much like him in low fat raw vegan land.
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What happened between you being a true-believing 80/10/10 low fat raw vegan
and you eating animal products again?

Sickness happened, and as a result, a whole lot of questioning. I really was a true
believer in the low fat raw vegan lifestyle. I totally got the message. I believed in it fully. I
followed it perfectly for three years, during which my health didnʼt really get any better,
but for the first two years, it didnʼt get any worse either.

About a year and a half into it, I started to get weak, mentally, though this didnʼt
become apparent to me for years. I was extremely susceptible to stress. Anything would
get to me, and I had to learn about self-mastery and breathing techniques and all that
shit. Itʼs funny, because I was saying I was eating a raw vegan diet because it was
“natural”, but here I was depending upon all these “unnatural” techniques. It never
occurred to me that mental strength should come naturally. I just thought todayʼs world
was too hectic.

I would skip school a lot, because just the thought of getting out of bed made me
anxious some days. Speaking of the bed, I also had some difficulty sleeping once in a
while around my second year of LFRV. Not only was my sleep too light, I also had
difficulty falling asleep, since I had to shift my legs all the time. I would later learn that
this is a medical condition called Restless Legs Syndrome, a neurological problem. (Iʼm
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looking at you, B-12! Why werenʼt you formed in my gut as promised?)

My mood depended entirely on outside conditions. Talk about ups and downs. Cloudy
sky meant bad mood. Cold weather meant bad mood. I became addicted to my mp3
player, because I just didnʼt have the zest to go through the day without some
stimulating rhythm. All this, even though I knew pretty much everything necessary to
remain calm and centered. But, like I said, I didnʼt acknowledge this as a problem with
me, I just thought todayʼs world was too harsh.

The problems started to become more physical sometime around the first quarter of
2010. My teeth started getting incredibly sensitive, and there were clear signs of heavy
acid erosion. I thought the tips of my teeth were always this transparent and that the
darkened spots near my gum line were just stains from all the colorful food I was eating.
My gums started to recede, I broke a molar by biting a tiny piece of a hazelnut shell by
mistake, and a few months later my dentist would find six cavities in my raw vegan
mouth. Jokingly, she told me I had “basically every dental problem that we have a name
for”. But I was taking batter care of my teeth than ever! I even avoided those acidic
animal products! You know, the ones that leech calcium from your bones? I wondered
how I remained cavity free before when I didnʼt even brush, let alone floss, let alone
brush and floss thrice a day. And clean my tongue.

I chalked it up to bad genetics.

I started to get more and more fatigued. I would come home from school (if I ever DID
manage to go to school that day), and Iʼd wonder how people manage to still do things
after school. Sure, I exercised regularly, but even that was strange. For the life of me, I
couldnʼt increase the intensity no matter how hard I tried. It was mostly endurance
running, the vegan favorite. And it wasnʼt TRAINING, it was only maintenance work. I just
couldnʼt improve my performance.

Speaking of performance, I also had no sex drive. Now, believe me when I say that there
is a difference between LOW sex drive and NO sex drive. Because I had NONE. And it
wasnʼt just because all girls were evil, smelly, meat-eating murderers either. I was even
indifferent to Jenna Dewan Tatumʼs PETA ad, so that says something. But it didnʼt bother
me much. After all, getting rid of those nasty animalistic desires was a bonus!

So all in all, this healthiest lifestyle ever gave me the shining gifts of health: Low energy,
pale skin, anxiety and a mouth that looked like battlefield ruins. But I could definitely
brag about how my poop didnʼt smell, or that my urine was crystal clear! Raw vegan ftw!

Did thinking about suffering animals add to your impression that the world was too
harsh?

Actually, no. Iʼll be honest, when I first watched Earthlings I somewhat MADE myself
dislike it. You know, you donʼt really care about those anonymous pigs getting pushed
into that spiked wheel of death, but by that point youʼve spent way too much time
cheering to vegan message boards and you feel you SHOULD be horrified, otherwise
youʼre just an indifferent sick fuck. So you cover your eyes with your hands and go “oh
god, make it stop, oh itʼs so horrible” and all that shit. You make yourself BELIEVE that
youʼre uncomfortable with this.

But it didnʼt, at least in my experience, add to the impression that the world was too
harsh. After all, just a day later I was joyfully bouncing between the rows of sweet,
ethical fruits and vegetables as usual, getting ready to show Earthlings to meat-eating
peers while I would go, “Oh, itʼs so horrible donʼt you think? The first time I couldnʼt

http://www.peta.org/features/jenna-dewan-tatum-says-leave-wildlife-out-of-your-wardrobe.aspx
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even watch this because I was puking so bad.”

What draws people to the low fat raw vegan lifestyle?

Promises of health mostly, but also environmental awareness, moral hypersensitivity, a
desire to end inner conflict and “take the next logical step”, or heck, I donʼt know,
maybe they think losing their sex drive is a sign of no longer being bound by mere
physical desires. But mostly itʼs promises of health. Those who arenʼt that interested in
health remain in the cooked vegan stage.

What are some of the results that LFRV advocates promise?

What are the results that they DONʼT promise? The list would be too long. Usually the
promise is more energy, better cosmetic appearance and just higher quality of life in
general. The list goes on from perfect teeth to world peace. Oh, and your poop wonʼt
smell bad on this diet, count on it.

Do the actual results often turn out to be different?

Ha ha. I donʼt want to give spoilers and ruin the surprise for those excited newbies out
there…

You made it three years. Does that seem to be longer or shorter than average?

I would say itʼs definitely longer. Most of the “known” raw vegans out there brag about
how theyʼve been on the diet for 10 years or whatever. But these people are the
exception, not the rule. The majority of the people Iʼve personally talked to lasted about
6 months, on average. But you gotta give me credit, I was determined as hell! Some
evenings I would eat 4 lbs. of leafy greens and I spent almost every penny of my
earnings on high quality food.

A lot of raw foodists have a good experience at first, but then their health
nosedives. Why do you think this is?

A raw food diet has a lot of things going for it. It cuts out all processed foods (whether
or not hybridized agricultural fruits are “processed” depends on the definition), drugs,
alcohol and grains, usually. Not only that, folks usually get told to also start exercising,
get sunlight daily, think positive, sleep well and breathe fresh air. So of course, the initial
reaction is positive. When you remove the causes of disease, the body gets well. But
there are two sides to the health coin: You need to avoid unhealthy things, and also
supply the healthy stuff! The raw food diet does the former but somewhat lacks at the
latter!

Eventually the carbohydrate loading and the low amounts and even lower bio-
accessibility of nutrients starts taking its toll. And before you know it, youʼre wondering
why everything about your health is on the “lower” end of the spectrum: Lower body
mass, paler skin, lower blood pressure, lower heart rate, lower body temperature, lower
energy, thinner hair, weaker bones, etc. Sadly, I have witnessed some vegans say that
this is natural, and that weʼve been conditioned by society to think as normal all the
unnaturally thick hair or bones supported by industrial growth hormones. Hmm.

What made you think you needed to leave veganism altogether and not just low fat
raw veganism?

Ever since I was me, I loved philosophy. I loved questioning, although Iʼm sure my
paragraphs above donʼt really hint at that. But believe me, I did!

When things started to go obviously downhill for me, all those questions that I previously
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ignored about the diet started to look much more real all of a sudden. Did humans really
have these big brains just for writing animal liberation manifestos? Were these super
sweet agricultural fruits really what humans ate for millions of years? Had all those
hunter-gatherer cultures been mistaken about the hunting part? Did cavemen make
those paintings to tell us how much they loved their animal friends and didnʼt want to
see them getting hurt? And why the hell WERE my teeth getting annihilated, anyway?
Veganism had some answering to do, and it all happened randomly as shit.

I was watching Fight Club for the first time. Yeah, I know. I had always thought it was
just some stupid macho fight movie. After watching it and having my brains blown away
and reading the novel, I went online and discussed the themes with other film critics
(read: hopeless virgins) like myself.

One guy told me that the movie had a primitivist tone and that there were some
interesting similarities between the movie and the life of Theodore J. Kaczynski. I had no
idea what the hell he was talking about, so Wikipedia was my next stop. I learned about
primitivism and this weird domestic terrorist, Kaczynski. I had heard about the
Unabomber, but didnʼt really know who he was. Out of curiosity, I read his “manifesto”,
and bam! I couldnʼt sleep all night, because I was busy walking up and down my room as
my entire vegan story flashed in front of my eyes and I was talking to myself and taking
notes on a piece of paper and just having the biggest brainstorm of my life. Iʼll go ahead
and say my life totally changed that night.

In the following months, I had the good fortune to be on a trip so I didnʼt have access to
all the vegan forums I frequented. I kept eating raw vegan, but I could see everything
from the outside now, objectively. I went ahead and started questioning the values that
civilization injects into us in order to keep the system running. I didnʼt stop there, I
questioned ethics, laws and even the idea of an observable objective reality. As you
mightʼve guessed, I came to the conclusion that none of them really exist.

Even though I kept eating raw vegan at that point, the countdown had begun.
Somewhere within me, the rebellious adolescent was finally waking up at 19 years of
age. I was giving the finger to every ideology out there, and veganism got its share. I
didnʼt care who thought what or how much my family would laugh at their determined
vegan-for-life ideologist, I was vegan no more.

Why was reading about Ted Kaczynski such a big influence?

I must say the primary reason was the clarity and precision with which he described the
city-dwelling liberal personality. It simply hit me in the face, he was so direct, there was
no evading it. He was describing me in his text, and for the first time I could see myself
for what I really had been all my life: Not a courageous moral warrior walking alone the
path of righteousness in a world of sin, but rather a butthurt scoundrel trying to grab
onto every piece of power he can find while disguising it as being morally superior in
order to feel better about himself.

Seeing that, seeing how I was a part of it, things were clear. I would be loyal only to
myself — what I wanted out of life, not what society told me I should want. It was then
an easy choice, I would reject civilization, Iʼd embrace the animal. Time to stop playing
Dungeons and Dragons and get out and swim in rivers, chop through thick forest, open
your chest against the blazing ice wind and sleep under a million stars.

How did the 30 Bananas a Day folks react to you leaving?

Mostly people seemed to be extremely surprised, and then I got banned.
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Did you get emails from people saying they were secretly struggling on a vegan
diet?

A little less than a hundred, and lots of personal messages on forums and such. Iʼm still
getting new ones every single day. Usually people are telling me they canʼt make the diet
work but are too afraid to talk about it on forums, because they will get ousted and
called a troll.

Did you get any death threats?

So far I received two death threats but they didnʼt sound very direct. One was something
like “You should be killed like the animals you kill” (this is what they mean by Karma I
guess), and the other was like, “How dare you put your own life before animals, human
life isnʼt any more valuable than animal life, youʼll get what you deserve.” But I think the
person was maybe wishing for cholesterol buildup, you know, “the animalʼs revenge!”
OoooOOOooooOOo! Yeah, okay. Both mails I responded to telling them theyʼre welcome
to try, I donʼt lock my doors and I accept all challengers.

Had you previously criticized other people who left the LFRV diet?

They didnʼt get the idea! They didnʼt eat enough! They probably didnʼt get enough
sunlight! They were just looking for an excuse to go eat meat! Oh, those shameless
traitors! I hated their omnivorous guts! Every once in a while one of them would really try
hard to succeed with the diet and would ask for help, but those threads quickly got
deleted by the moderators of vegan forums so we never really got what the real deal was
and were told that the person was merely a troll, trying to harm to movement with scare
tactics.

Are the vegans in your life disappointed about your change?

“Disappointed”? How about fucking enraged and insecure as hell? I have a few vegan
friends who I respect beyond measure, and they are not the ones Iʼm talking about here.
Iʼm talking about the people who just think they know everything without even having
talked to me directly once. Iʼm always being nice to these people because I really donʼt
care for the drama, but god damn theyʼre relentless! They make stuff up about me left
and right, trying to make themselves believe that everything is okay and I failed because
“I did veganism wrong.” I actually told one of them how I did everything “right” and he
just went, “No, no, I donʼt believe you. If you had done everything right, you wouldnʼt
have had problems.” Jeez. Okay, then, whatever. I really donʼt care at this point. People
who are this stupid should be left to eat a vegan diet and ruin their health, at least badly
enough so that they lose their ability to reproduce.

Durianrider (aka Harley), the 30BaD leader, has a reputation for accusing opponents
of anorexia and banning people who complain of health problems. Have you noticed
that too?

To be honest I donʼt like talking about other people a lot, but since this is also affecting
me, Iʼll make a polite exception.

I donʼt consider myself an “opponent” of Durianrider, mostly because I donʼt care too
much about what he thinks. But yes, it is true that he has that reputation of finding
rather ridiculous ways of brushing inconvenient things under the rug.

Back when I was doing well on 811, Harley would compliment me on it, saying I was an
example of how you reap the benefits when you live a LFRV lifestyle.

But when I said I left the diet, immediately he started posting stuff “reminding” people
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that I had a history with anorexia and I mustʼve relapsed, of course making sure to point
out that Iʼm a “cool dude no matter what he eats but he just needs to get back on the
sweet fruit track” or whatever.

I donʼt know what to say. Itʼs very hard to reason with people when theyʼve already made
up their mind and just want to believe theyʼre right. Even if someone can prove, with
absolutely irrefutable evidence that theyʼre not anorexic or otherwise sick, these people
will just find another excuse. There is absolutely no winning that fight. I mean, even if
you brought down every argument they can come up with, at the end they would just
say, “this ʻApple-Manʼ character is obviously an agent for the meat industry trying to
bring down the movement from the inside”. So I just donʼt bother. 

Werenʼt some people on 30 Bananas a Day promising to debunk Denise Mingerʼs
critique of The China Study? Whatever happened with that?

I honestly donʼt know. I think they just gave up after a while because they realized they
couldnʼt touch it. Seriously, if I was Denise, Iʼd set up the front page of that blog to play
Mc. Hammerʼs “Canʼt Touch This” on endless loop.

A raw food advocate wrote on his blog: “In this day and age where everything
seems to be dull, dead and decaying, the raw food lifestyle flips that all on its head
and presents a totally different picture of reality. A reality of life, of living, of joyful
activities, and of living in tune with Nature.” Does this sum up how a lot of raw
foodists see it? Is raw veganism a way of embracing life and avoiding death?

There is no avoiding death. However, even when I was raw vegan, I realized that a lot of
vegans and raw vegans were incredibly scared of death. In fact, I made a thread once
about dying young vs. living to old age, and somebody actually told me that they were
disturbed by the thought of death, that they didnʼt want to accept the fact that they
would die one day, and that they would appreciate it if I deleted the thread please.

However, the aversion towards killing in veganism, and to an even greater extent in raw
vegansim, isnʼt about a fear of death. Basically itʼs about conformity to societyʼs values.
Society says killing is wrong, so these people blow that out of proportion and apply it to
everything.

Veganism presents itself as a rebellious movement, but in reality it doesnʼt go against
the core values of the system at all. It takes the systemʼs existing values, enlarges the
sphere these values apply to, and then blames society for not consistently abiding by its
own rules. Concepts such as non-violence, equality and justice were created to allow an
unnaturally large human population to live with each other. So these values help the
system work. Veganism defends these values, in fact wishes to enforce these to an even
greater extent on the population, and then it goes and calls itself rebellious.

The most common trait of people who get pulled into veganism is powerlessness. Most
people who become vegans have weak characters. They cannot step up and decide their
own values for themselves, so what they do is become the guardians of societyʼs values
— they become model citizens. But then they look around and see that the very society
whose values they loyally adopted donʼt actually abide by those values themselves! They
tell us to be non-violent yet they kill animals by the truckload, and so on.

And so, like a teenager whose dad tells him not to smoke and then lights one up, they
get pissed at the contradiction. And veganism just gives them a way to channel their
anger towards a cause: animal rights. Now, not only can they express their anger over
society tricking them, they can also feel like theyʼre rebelling against societyʼs values, so

http://rawfoodsos.com/
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by rebelling they feel like theyʼre establishing a personality, for the first time in their
lives stepping up and establishing something for themselves. And thatʼs how “vegan”
becomes part of their personality.

Veganism allows them to hide all these primordial emotions under the guise of
“compassion,” so they also gain the moral high ground. But is it just me, or do vegans
give off a wave thatʼs not very compassionate? Yeah, it feels like their primary motivation
is to settle the score with society, doesnʼt it?

So these people, with their weak characters, havenʼt really accomplished much in their
lives. And naturally, when they are reminded that someday theyʼre going to die, they
reject that, because deep down they feel, “But I havenʼt even LIVED my life, it canʼt end
just yet!”

Is veganism wrong to defend societyʼs core values and expand them? Are vegans
wrong about non-violence?

There is no wrong. It only depends on what consequences you want to have happen.

Before humans even existed, there was this planet, and there was no meaning. And yet
things still existed. Trees still shook in the wind, and monkeys still fucked. And it was
all emotion. Animals lived according to their instincts, their emotions.

One thing that has been pretty much constant throughout human history is that humans
have gotten progressively less and less emotionally driven and more and more logic-
driven. Itʼs the continuum between the pure animal and the cold computer.

However, we probably all know from experience that answering animalistic emotions is
more satisfying than using logical solutions. When somebody fucking pisses you off, itʼs
more satisfying to punch them in the fucking face, rather than sitting down, taking eight
deep breaths and realizing that nothing constructive will come out of violence. This is
the sort of bullshit that is taught by Eckhart Tolle and all those enlightened idiots. First
of all, why should I aim for constructive behavior in the first place? Am I obliged to do so
for some reason? No. Second of all, itʼs not as if life has some sort of intrinsic goal that
we should strive towards. Life is a process, not a destination. Iʼll do whatever the fuck I
want, thank you very much Mr. Tolle, you self-proclaimed psuedo-prophet
(redundancy!).

Because I donʼt believe in right or wrong, I donʼt think that veganism is “wrong” to
expand the systemʼs reach. However, it depends on what kind of future youʼd like to live
in, or would like your children to live in; a world where “negative” emotions are
dismissed, suppressed and omitted, and emotions in general are lowered in intensity just
so we can all “get along,” or a world where you follow your heart? In my subjective
preference, lowering the intensity of emotions makes life bland and not worth living, no
matter how many exciting logical arguments we might spin during our days.

I believe that the emotional spaying of humanity has already begun in the veganism
front and in the conventional nutrition front (and letʼs be honest, conventional nutrition
is really just another name for veganism with a little bit of animal products). Have you
noticed that veganism and conventional nutrition in general tends to tell us to lower our
fat intake? Well, we already know that neither one gives a damn about our health, so why
are they doing it? How do emotions occur, in a biochemical sense? Hormones. What does
fat, especially the evil, evil saturated fat do in the body? It forms hormones. Interesting,
huh?

Did cultural relativism and nihilism play into your abandonment of veganism?
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Oh boy, relativism in general, which later proceeded to turn into nihilism, saved my life.
Not only did it help me realize that Iʼm not tied to veganism in any way, it also set me
free in other ways, free to do whatever I want. Today I would define my stance as
“Objective nihilism, subjective individualism,” because while every argument that nihilism
makes is objectively accurate, weʼre also “damned,” if you will, to live this life seeking
accomplishment and meaning, while at the same time possessing the mental capability
to realize how itʼs all meaningless.

I honestly think humans were never meant to come this far to understand this, because
really, whatʼs the prize? Lifelong depression? Fuck that. We were born into this world,
and it is what it is. Just forget about the facts of nihilism and get on with your life, now
free from arbitrary things such as values, ethics, laws, goods and bads and rights and
wrongs. Go ahead, be smart and do what you want. Or take the next logical step and kill
yourself to spare us all the emo bullshit.

Is ideology a crutch? 

Yes. I believe that with ideology we create an “invisible prison” around us, limiting our
possibilities for no real reason. “I am a raw foodist! I donʼt eat cooked foods!” “I am a
vegan! I donʼt eat animal foods!” So after a while, even if it would become more
convenient for us to make little changes, we canʼt, because now we have this grand
ideologist persona that we have to live up to. Ideology is a giant ghost, it exists only in
our mind, it has no footing in the physical world. All you need to do to be free from
ideology is to stop caring about it. Itʼs as simple as that. “You eat bacon? But thatʼs
wrong!” they say. I tell them, “Whenever youʼre talking about anyone other than yourself,
youʼre swimming in objective waters. And sorry friend, but ʻobjectiveʼ and ʻwrongʼ donʼt
go together.”

If humans are meaning-making creatures, is it possible to live without ideology?

Iʼm not necessarily for rejecting ideology, but yes, it is possible to live without ideology. I
saw quite a lot of that in high school. And although back then I thought the popular kids
were just shallow and unworthy, I now realize that although they didnʼt know about all
this shit, they were enjoying their lives more than I was by not letting stupid ideologies
shape their lives. Rather, they did it themselves.

But even if you donʼt want to become “a mere grunt,” you can create your own ideology.
Since the way to live is not carved in stone (sorry, theists), weʼre all free to decide the
best way to live.

Also, saying things like “humans are this” and “humans are that” is just a slight form of
collectivism. Iʼm not speciesist, Iʼm definitely not anti-speciesist either, but I reject the
concept of “species” simply because, well, it is nothing more than a concept. There are
no “species” in nature. Nature works with individuals. Itʼs not like the individuals of a
certain “species” are bound to each other with any kind of a physical bond. “Species” is
just a form of categorization that humans (oops, contradicted myself! But Iʼm using
“humans” just for convenience, what I mean by that is “the individuals in question”) have
created to make it easier to categorize and understand nature, the world around them.

But when we accept a mere idea such as “species” as being grounded in reality, it allows
us to say things like, “Humans are meaning-making creatures,” “humans walk on two
feet,” “humans show compassion,” and we all know how all that is determined: by what
the majority is doing! So by using these concepts, if anyone ever steps out of the line,
they call you out on it. “AHA! You think youʼd be better off without civilization? YOUʼRE
SICK!” Or, in a vegan future (which Iʼm sure is near), “AHA! You think killing and eating
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the corpses of animals is ʻnormalʼ? YOUʼRE FUCKING SICK!”

When we instead realize that weʼre all individuals totally separate from each other, and
that morals only exist in the individualʼs mind, we start to see that thereʼs no “right” or
“wrong” ways to live, just different ways to live.

But of course that doesnʼt make for a very stable large-scale society, now does it?

Why do some base their ideologies around food?

There are multiple factors that can come into play. One of these is the one Iʼve already
mentioned, powerlessness. You make your dietary choices an outlet for your inability to
stand out as a unique individual, and so food becomes your definition of who you are.

Another is eating disorders. People can come to equate food with all kinds of “states,”
the most common one being a state of purity. If they eat a certain way (strictly raw,
strictly vegan, etc.) they feel proud, accomplished, complete. Then they eat something
cooked or something thatʼs otherwise outside their parameters, and now theyʼre dirty.
They feel unworthy, they feel like the scum of the earth. And then they have all kinds of
“re-initiation rituals,” they take long showers, they clean the house, take out the trash,
iron their clothes and get a good nightʼs sleep. Now theyʼre ready to begin their new,
perfect lives. This is called orthorexia, itʼs an eating disorder. These people are obsessed
with dietary purity, and so food for them is the defining factor of their emotional state.

The third most common way food can become a big issue seems to be nutritional
deficiencies. If the body is lacking nutrients, it will not stop thinking about food. If while
youʼre browsing through a magazine you find yourself stopping to check out pictures of
those savory foods, or if youʼre dreaming of food, or day-dreaming of food, or if youʼre
getting really weird cravings, odds are you have a deficiency. Consult your charlatan.

Whatʼs your biggest problem with veganism?

That it requires intervention in order to work as a real system. Iʼm totally fine with
people eating vegan diets or even spreading vegan propaganda, I donʼt care as long as it
doesnʼt affect me. But I think we all know that if veganism becomes mainstream enough,
people will start to actually think “meat is murder” (which, it really is, itʼs just that right
now we have the freedom to not give a fuck), and will create laws against it. This will just
be another step towards the total taming and domestication of nature, essentially
destroying wild nature since “wild nature” means nature that is not under human control.
When humans try too hard to make the entire world fit their world views, they wonʼt
hesitate to destroy or change everything as they see fit.

If this sounds unlikely to you, please keep in mind that genetic modifications will
eventually roll along, having been perfected. Itʼs likely then that it will be possible to
remove all animalistic desires from humans, making us a sterile, clean, pure, ethical,
bland, logical society with no place to run, since nature will also be totally controlled —
perhaps still nice to look at and camp in, but controlled nonetheless. In vitro meat is
already being discussed. Genetic engineering will make it possible to turn carnivores into
herbivores, or maybe even allow us all to perform photosynthesis, all in the name of
living up to an ethical ideal. In the end, western civilization is built upon the ideas of
those great western thinkers, and look at all those pro-vegan quotes from them all that
vegans so enjoy posting on every goddamn message board.

Pro-meat authors Lierre Keith and Simon Fairlie believe that veganism is the natural
conclusion of the march of civilization. Do you think theyʼre right?
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Yes, I believe they are absolutely right.

When you look at the history of humankind, one thing that remains pretty much
constant is the enlargement of our sphere of “compassion.” Only a well-fed man has the
luxury to think of others. As civilization removes more and more of our life struggles, we
tend to lean more towards other issues, for the fulfillment of our power process if for
nothing else.

All throughout history, society has pretty much evolved to preserve social order. Thatʼs
all they end up caring about. And as well-fed, hypersensitive people start becoming
disturbed about the “violation of rights” of others, the social order will be threatened.
The obvious and efficient solution by the techno-industrial system then is to provide the
necessary propaganda to make the changes.

People are preoccupied with acting “morally” out of this inner urge to preserve social
order. And even that comes from a lack of power. A powerful individual is impulsive,
they do what they want and they donʼt care about what society thinks, since they can
take it. As individuals feel less powerful, they become more dependent on the outcome
from society. Like the weak kid in a group of stronger, popular kids, who anxiously
laughs at every joke by the group and gives up his character to fit in, these people
garner a hypersensitivity for social acceptance. They adopt societyʼs values to the
absolute FULLEST, and this gives them an upper hand, a higher ground in societyʼs own
game. Now, they can judge society with not abiding by their own values. And since
societies are often based on values that make the system work more efficiently such as
justice, equality, understanding and comfort, the end result usually takes civilization
FURTHER. Because belief in an objective moral system makes these people feel obligated
to iron out the logical inconsistencies. Each time we enlarge our sphere of “compassion,”
itʼs only a matter of time before we “take the next logical step.” Never do we stop to
question the validity of the core of this belief system, we just take it as the truth and
keep expanding it.

You and I can see the flaws within the vegan argument, but itʼs harder for us to explain
that to the general population than it is to explain how “meat is murder.” In the end, the
vegans will win. Because their arguments are so much simpler to grasp, and because
they are based on the currently existing value system, just a multiplied version of it. Even
current omnivores admit they “know” that what theyʼre doing is wrong, itʼs just that they
“could never give up meat” or they believe it is necessary for their health. But thanks to
the propaganda industry demonizing animal products day and night, I believe it is only a
matter of time before veganism becomes the norm. Or, when in vitro meat rolls along,
there will be no “justification” to continue killing animals, and so we will be “morally
vegan” anyway.

In the end, yes, veganism will win. Itʼs cheaper, more efficient, and dissolves civil dissent
about the improper application of morals. In the systemʼs eyes, veganism is win-win.
Nobody cares about individual freedoms. Thatʼs a pipe dream according to
hypersensitive uber-citizens who just want social recognition. Those people couldnʼt
even IMAGINE going against societyʼs values.

Are you still seeking dietary perfection?

Nope. Although Iʼm not looking forward to downing Twinkies, I have actually realized
that a more relaxed diet of whole foods also happens to be more nutritious. I still think
health is the greatest wealth, but now Iʼm wary: we donʼt yet know everything there is to
know about the science of health, and every time we think we know it all and try to zone
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in on a very restricted diet, we gamble big time. The body can usually throw away the
nutrients it doesnʼt need, but it cannot make nutrients out of nothing. So I say itʼs better
to risk ingesting some “toxins” and getting a greater variety of nutrients from different
foods. We have some historical evidence of what worked and how well. Hunter-gatherer
diets consisting of meats, fruits & vegetables, nuts and seeds, and pretty much every
darn thing other than grains and legumes seem to work well. And thatʼs been my
experience, too.

What is your diet like now? Do you think youʼll get into offal and aspire to insect
eating as many ex-vegans do as they counteract all their years of strict limitation?

Donʼt make fun of me, but itʼs still pretty close to a low-fat raw vegan diet, except with
lean meats and some eggs every now and then. Yeah, I know, I already donʼt buy the
cholesterol paranoia, but itʼs not easy to give up years and years of conditioning,
especially with a history of having trusted one extreme diet too many. For now I can
safely say that I canʼt ever imagine myself eating insects. Ew, Rhys, you disgusting freak.
Nowadays Iʼm getting like 30 mails a day asking me what Iʼm eating, and I donʼt
particularly enjoy telling these people “Mostly LFRV with some meat and eggs, but I
expect to make further changes!” But what can I do? This is where Iʼm at right now.

Do you find meaning outside of diet now?

This may sound like Iʼm a bit too enthusiastic about my primitivism, but Iʼve always liked
the feeling of survival. Iʼm finally getting the chance to experience wilderness and
subsistence for myself, and Iʼm loving it. I loved it when I was a vegan, too, but I could
only camp near fruit orchards and would have to go and steal fruit regularly, which
didnʼt feel very “wild” at all, using agriculturally grown “human” food made specifically
for humans.

Nowadays Iʼm experiencing, maybe not necessarily the meanings, but the thrills of life.
Not domesticated, controlled life, but wild, free and unpredictable life, where every day is
another adventure. I donʼt have any misunderstandings about wild life, I know it wasnʼt
no garden of eden, I know itʼs unforgiving, but such is life. The feeling of knowing that I
can go anywhere in the world and live on the habitat there opens up an endless list of
possibilities, so many trees to climb, so many ice cold waterfalls to collect seashells in.
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Durianrider is an A**hole.
Him and his breast-filled-with-silicone 'natural" blonde of his haven't even been
doing 811 for that long... and wait they think they have all the answers? So we
should put our lives into the hands of these non-educated people?
Ever since finding that stupid site of theirs 2 years ago my relationship with food
has been damaged. I definately have that "purity" idea that Erim is talking about. I
used to think "if i have beans i am going to wake up the next morning looking
horrific with acne all over my face" or that eating eggs will make me toxic... It was
something i clung to when my life was breakingdownl. And once I let go of this raw
veganism i fell into the biggest breakdown of my life, because that is when it hit
me- this diet is NOT going to solve my life problems. And for all you raw vegans
who think it will, let me tell you that it iwll probably give you more problems.
Forget about all those promises that these nutcases make... a diet is a diet. nothing
more.
I was saying this all the while my friends at university where active and enjoying life
while i was at home constantly sick and tierd from eating so much just so i can
meet my mirconutrient intake.

I made a vow never to go on health forums again- i think everyone should stay
clear of them. Believe me, there is MORE to life than making your identity revolve
around food. There is MORE to life than wasting your time listening to stupid
propaganda that has no scientific proof. Go out there, discover something
meaningful in life. Create a new identity that doesn't revolve around food.

Let's be honest here:

*Harley was messed up on crack and it still shows to this day.
*Freelee calls herself a frutitionist? Really? What the fu*k is that? She eats a
shit load of bananas everyday and now she thinks she has a fucking PHD in
Fruit Consumption? What kind of fruity fairyland does she live in?
*Harley and Freelee are unemployed & uneducated and are trying to tell others
how to live the good life?
*Of course Harley & Freelee can maintain the diet. It would be pretty easy
when you don't have a pesky little job to worry about. 
*Harley says he sleeps up to 16 hours a day? What kind of life would that be?
He sleeps away 2/3 of his life. Even if he lives to be 100, he really only
participated in living about 33 years. This lifestyle is sounding better all of the
time. :(
*Harley may be fit to ride a bike, but the poor prick would fall over if the wind
blew too hard. I have a 6 year old that could whip him in a cage fight.
*Freelee needs to work out. She might look fit but she definitely needs to work
on her strength. *95% of the members on 30bad don't follow the diet....period.
The number might even be higher than that. I would even be willing to bet
there are no more than 5 members who follow it 100%...maybe as low as 3.
*Who knows, maybe I'll do a harley, go on welfare and try the diet for a few
years. Sleep 16 hours a day, eat fruit until I'm bloated and piss around on the
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internet and my bicycle the rest of the day. Then again, maybe not.

Exactly...
Health is a tool for life so you can achieve your dreams. Life isn't about
BEING healthy. 
I don't want to sleep 16 hours a day.
I dont want to eat bananas and dates for the rest of my life.
I dont want to treat anti-vegans the same way that harley and freelea do.

That isn't life.
Personally I think anyone who would pay for freelee's "advice" is a moron.
It's lke going to dr.Doug graham for cardiac surgery... because after all
you raw vegans, your leader himself isn't even a real doctor. Yet he
suddenlely became an expert in nutrition... ha. what a fraud.

I'm with Han on this one. 30BAD basically gave me an eating disorder. Maybe I
was already preoccupied with food and that's what led me to delve so deep
into veganism, but 30BaD just pushed me over the line. I can't believe I wasted
so much money and time. Not to mention the fact that I completely
embarassed myself preaching to friends and family about how LFRV is the only
way, cooked food is evil, meat will kill you etc etc, and yet I was much more
unhealthy than any of them, following LFRV right to the letter.

It's not animal products that will kill you... It's shitty stuff like grains, sugar
and PUFAs. Not many people realize that when they go raw vegan, that initial
burst of uphoria is from a lack of gluten, not because of how "alive" the food
is.

I'm still feeling quite "uphoric" and I haven't had a granule of a grain in
over 6 months..so nana na-na naaaah!

I would like to add one more thing, and then I am out of here:)

For all of you vegans who think you are creating "World peace" then snap out
of it, because most of you truly aren't (I say most, not all because I know there
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are devoted vegans who really do care about animals and are actively doing
something to spread the cause). For all you others, sitting on your ass all day
and stuffing your face with fruits while crying Earthlings for the 95th time is
not promoting peace.
However there are PLENTY of meat eaters who are out there protesting,
fundraising and getting involved in trying to change the world. I eat a little bit
of fish and eggs here and there, yet I bet I have done sure of a hell of alot
than most of you vegans in promoting peace through running fundraisers,
donating and speaking out about the israeli-palestinian conflict, and i am only
20.

What i have seen on 30BaD is plain ignorance. Ignorance to what is going on in
the world and sure of a hell of alot of obsessing about food and what others
are eating.

I don't support animal cruelty. However I would rather spend my time giving
hope to an orphan boy whose home has been demolished rather than saving a
chicken from becoming tonight's dinner.

If anyone here can find a more supportive health forum offering FREE health
information or even paid, than www.30bananasaday.com then please post it
here. I cant.

I mean Erim, I dont envy your position trying to do 811 in crappy old Turkey
and I would include cooked starches too, but dont you think its cos your
getting EXTRA carb calories now? vs the addition of animal flesh?

I mean if meat gave you all the nutrients you needed then how come meat
eating bodybuilders MUST supplement to get sufficient muscle gains? How
come all the paleo/primal diet leaders sell literally millions of dollars of
supplements each year to their followers?

Durianrider puts up his blood tests and they are always great. He trains under
an olympic cycling coach that has all his riders using b12. Durianrider is the
only vegan on the squad. I think this is important for people to remember.

Is it true that you had anorexia? My sister had anorexia and she had teeth and
sex drive functions too. Your face in the photo looks like you have had
anorexia. That disease fucks you up for a few years. People think they are over
it in a year or 4, BULL SHIT! It takes almost 7 years before people come good
again. 

People get into this purity mindset where they only eat special magic fruits and
then they starve themselves. I think Durianrider should address this more for
anorexics that come over to 811. He should spend less time on his 10 000$
carbon bike and more time helping anorexics on the forum. 

My 2 euro cents. :)
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Oh I dunno, http://marksdailyapple.com has a pretty good forum. You'll
end up far healthier over there than you will stuffing yourself with
bananas all day and peeing 57 times from the 5L of water that you drank
to make sure that you're hydrated enough for the miles and miles of
cardio you put in (but you will probably be told that you aren't hydrated
enough and that you aren't doing enough cardio, and that you aren't
eating enough calories).

"People get into this purity mindset where they only eat special magic
fruits and then they starve themselves"

Um, dude? People get into this purity mindset where they only eat fruits
and then they starve their brains, and their social life, and their view of
reality.

That thread about Erim on the 30BaD forum is astonishing... nobody can
come up with any good reason for him to not fare so well. "Not enough
greens", "not enough quality fruit", "vitamin D, B12", "just making excuses
for his lust for flesh" etc etc... Come on. The guy did the diet, and like
most of the threads on the forum, he got stuck. A turning point for me
was when I realized that the bulk of the threads there were from people
struggling, even when following the diet to a tee, and they just got told
they weren't doing it right. 

DR and Freelee have only been doing this for, what, like 5-7 years? That's
not long enough to be qualified to give medical advice. They have good
intentions, and they think that they really are eating the healthiest diet on
the planet, and living like everyone should live, but once you're free from
that dogma, it's delusional. It took a long time for me to say "I was
wrong" and I think that if either of them ever reach a state where they're
not thriving, that admission of "I was wrong" won't ever come.

Actually they have been doing it for les than 5 years. I think they
have been doing it for 3.

han: durianrider has been lfrv since 2005--many of his posts
remain archived on vegsource--at which time he claimed to
have eaten most of his calories from fruit, with cooked vegan
dinners, since 2002. I believe he says as much to this day. 

kkk: right on.
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durianrider trains under an olympic coach? More like harley tags along
when the olympic guys are training in his area.

hahahha!! In his videos riding with lance I always end up laughing..
lance ignores him 99% of the time.

lol

So he tags along leaving behind a trail of banana peels just in
case he gets lost. lol

Cool story bro

Here´s your site: http://rawnaturalhygiene.ning....

Someone REALLY needs to start up a forum for ex-LFRV'ers (especially those who
lived that lifestyle for at least 2 years) that are interested in continuing to eat a
relatively low-fat frugivorous diet supported by occasional animal foods (raw egg
yolk, raw fish, and perhaps cooked wild meats, etc). I think a lot of people who
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went down the LFRV path could benefit from the ability to speak freely about animal
foods. 

Personally, my health is in shambles after seven years of yo-yo'ing back and forth
between 811 and everything that falls between starch-based cooked vegan, Weston
A Price-style paleo, and full on binge-prone SAD addiction. I live an extremely
lonely and desperate life in the middle of the United States. I never had the chance
to stretch out and live any of those diets to their fullest for more than a couple of
years. I was 22 when I discovered 811. I'm now 29. If I don't find a way to re-build
my health, I'm going to continue to suffer into my 30's with the beginnings of
terminal illness and rampant depression. I've gone through years of experimenting,
research, and doubt, but every time I come back to this reality: it still makes sense
to me that humans are designed to eat mostly fruit. However, I'm not interested in
limiting myself to mostly Cavendish bananas, dates, unripe citrus, and limp,
commercially grown "organic" vegetables devoid of minerals. I'm not interested in
buying the bulk of my food at a fucking tile-floor fluorescent-lit grocery store
chain. Yet I'm also not in a position where I can re-locate on a dime to a tropical
area with a wide variety of locally grown fruit that I can either forage, grow myself,
or purchase at a farmer's market. I feel totally paralyzed, and frankly, scared for my
life, because I'm stuck in poverty and find it incredibly difficult to obtain nourishing
food to put in my body.

I think 30BaD is a wonderful community full of compassionate individuals and
inspiring athletes, and the moderators have every right to choose whether they
allow or disallow discourse about animal foods or anything else they want to decide
on. But those of us who are ex-vegans need a place online to come together to
experiment with a fruit-based alternative that welcomes animal foods with respect
and honor. So far, the only place to do that seems to be in comment fields of blogs
such as this one and Denise Minger's blog, and perhaps a post here or there at the
Give It To Me Raw community.

Industrial civilization is rapidly speeding toward collapse. Some, like myself, have
the perspective that we're already inside the collapse as it's happening. The rivers
of the earth are being choked by dams. The old-growth forests are being clear-cut
and logged into oblivion. 90% of the large fish in the ocean are gone. Aquifers are
drying up. Humans continue to breed and fight wars with each other. Things are
fucked up beyond repair. Industrial civilization is killing the planet. 

Those of us who don't want to sit idly while all of this happens need to be
passionate about creating health by utilizing diets and lifestyles that don't fit inside
the mainstream box. If our bodies are sick and damaged, then we're not effective
as activists, as environmentalists, as peacekeepers, as monkey-wrenchers, as
artists, as musicians, as teachers, as parents. I wish with all my heart that the
various factions of paleo-dieters, reactionary ex-vegans, hardcore low-fat raw
vegans, and so on and so forth would spend more of our energy supporting each
other instead of bickering, infighting, and playing holier-than-thou all the time. I
realize that's unlikely. But do we not all agree that consuming grains is damaging to
human health? Do we not agree that large-scale agriculture destroys the landbases
that are being farmed on? Do we not all agree that factory farming animals is
nothing short of murder and genocide?

Not a forum but a very good blog:
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http://rawfoodsos.com/

with a slightly misleading title.

I like http://perfecthealthdiet.com/?...

I'm saddened by the first part of your post, in which you sound desperately
confused, and because I can somewhat relate, I want to help.

True, there is a mind-boggling amount of contradicting views out there. Every
one gives good arguments about why they're right and the others are wrong.

Personally, I've found that the best way to clear up that confusion is to trust
your body and to trust your genetic inheritance.

Your genes have reached this day because your ancestors did not die in the
harsh conditions of nature. Those that were weak got weeded out, but the
mere fact that you exist today shows that your ancestors were pretty badass
motherfuckers and they gave you those badass genes.

I strongly (pun not intended) recommend going to Mark Rippetoe's Starting
Strength forums, and watch how those guys eat and train over there. Most of
them do not care about nutrients at all, they're just eating and lifting like
champions and getting benefits. Keep reading posts on that forum (Especially
from Rip himself) until you feel totally immersed in that abundance mindset.
Google "Mark Rippetoe quotes" and read some of those. The classic
weightlifting crowd usually have the right mindset: They eat heavy, they lift
heavy, and they do intense exercise.

Even if you eat pretty badly, if you exercise well most things will be totally
okay. And with a little bit attention to your diet, sticking to whole foods and
getting enough calories and hydration, you will get better results than any
"ultimate diet program"s out there promise.

Thanks very much for your thoughtful and supportive reply, Erim.
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I'm right there with you as far as sticking to whole foods. I think anyone
basing their diet around that concept who also takes great care to NOT
consume all kinds of garbage (grains, redined sugar, processed foods,
concentrated toxins like garlic, onions, harsh spices, etc) will lead a
happy, healthy life, free of disease. Thanks for reminding me that
exercise, eating enough, sleeping enough, getting enough fresh air &
sunshine, having meaningful relationships, and drinking enough water at
least somewhat offsets mediocre or poor nutrition. Of course, the drive
and effort required to make all of that other stuff happen becomes much
more murky if you're not eating well.

As for the other stuff, I don't so much feel confused as I do frustrated,
alone, and broken-hearted. I'd love nothing more than to go back to the
beginning of my journey with the knowledge that I have now. I'd do
everything I could to eradicate fear from my life. It's a complex web of
stories and experiences, of course, but I can honestly say that in the end,
fear is what overwhelmingly prevented me from arranging my life in a
way that would support a lifestyle of sunshine, fresh air, good water,
loving relationships and a low-fat mostly raw diet that is inclusive of
animal flesh/egg yolks and predominated by ripe tropical fruits and
vegetables grown in mineralized soils. I'm totally inspired by the young
people like yourself. It sounds cliche as hell, but I hope you feel infinite
strength and autonomy over your life, because you are blazing your own
trails based on faith in your own intuition, and action based on your
heart's desires. Don't ever compromise your heart's voice for anybody,
and don't ever allow fear to stop you from exploring life. I'm at the end of
my 20s and I'm now going through the consequences of dissenting
against those values. It hurts beyond words, and it's a lonely, regretful
reality to be bouncing around in.

By the way, as I'm sure you've already experienced, most people have a
reactionary response to anything surrounding Ted Kaczynski. His tactics
were dangerous, misguided, and ultimately ineffective, but there's a lot of
worthwhile discourse and philosophy in his manifesto. If you haven't
already, I encourage you to delve into rewinding culture and anti-
civilization texts. Best place to start is any book by Derrick Jensen (most
people recommend starting with his book "Endgame", but I recommend
starting with "A Language Older Than Words"). If you want to talk more
about it, feel free to e-mail me. I don't want to post my e-mail here but
you can reach me through that lowfatrv.ning.com community (I just
created an account on there, same username as here). There aren't many
frugivores out there who are willing to look beyond pacifism, Gandhi, and
the fallacies of new age magical thinking.

Anyway, hope this wasn't too much of a downer post. Interesting
thoughts you have about finding confidence in genetic inheritance. I'll
have to play around with that in my head. I haven't completely given up
hope for myself; human bodies are incredibly resilient and we are blessed
that they are self-healing in general, given the appropriate circumstances.
I just need help setting myself up with those circumstances.

* typo: meant to say "rewilding", not "rewinding"
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i tried 811 off and on for a few years and finally decided it didn't work for me. i
was a member of 30 bananas a day and had to delete my profile because those
people are just nuts! they act as if they are better than everyone else and are totally
threatened by any other ideas. in the beginning the site was helpful... you could get
help and support.. now the site is just sad. the site has turned into a vehicle to
attack anyone who is different. most of what is posted there now is about attacking
others saying how they are fat, lazy, stupid, drug addicted losers because they
don't follow the "right path". duriander is a nut job... and a self admitted former
drug addict who lately seems to have gone back to the drugs based on his paranoid
posts, but the people on the site just eat us his crazy ... 
these people are determined to be happy and enlightened no matter how miserable
and crazy it makes them!
who knows if the diet is optimal... with these freaks acting as spokesmen it won't
get any serious consideration

"When you realize truly that you're not responsible 
for other people's feelings, then you realize you can 
be totally open and honest, frank and clear with 
sharing your feelings and thoughts with them and 
anything you say cannot make them feel bad, rather 
it's THEIR perceptions, judgements and unhealed hurts 
that cause that."

And yet that realization doesn't stop them from banning you and making
stuff up about you on their site with single-sided arguments.

no it doesn't.

Thank you for sharing your experience, Erim. I visit 30bad now and again. Raw fruit
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and veg are great - but they're not my religion.

As it sounds like you've discovered, 30bad practices classic "group think" -
members are expected to keep in line, repeat the mantras (more fruit! more fruit!)
and never, ever question mods or aspects of the diet. Just recently someone else
was banned for wanting to discuss why energy was being put into bashing raw food
"gurus" when fighting factory farming was a far bigger and more noble issue. She
was warned not to "disagree with mods publicly" anymore are was eventually
banned. When a community tells people to challenge authority except their own
(and in fact, demands OBEDIENCE), that's a major red flag. It's not tough love, as
they like to claim, it's control. LFRV has become so much a part of their identity that
they have to immediately eradicate anything that dares to challenge the reality of
the lifestyle. And that's a little bit crazy.

Ultimately, though, 30bad is a community with its own rules. It's property of DR. It's
theirs to run as they see fit. I think the original intentions of the group are
worthwhile, but they've become their own worst enemy. Their reputation in the food
world is increasingly becoming one of a colony of paranoid, mean-spirited fanatics
who can dish it but can't take it.

I think that the overall message is that noone diet works for everyone- as preached
by the 30BaD crew. That is harming more people than benefitting them.
Of all the memebers on 30BaD, i bet less than 5% follow the lifestyle to the T that
they preach. A diet so "perfect" shouldn't have to occupy your mind 24/7, or make
you feel like your are working hard just to get your nutrients in.
The fact is that harley and freelea have been doing this for a VERY short amount of
time so their word should not be trusted. Heck, if that site is still running in 30
years maybe I will hop back on that wagon.. but i highly doubt that it will. 
Great interview Erim, don't let these people make you feel guilty for any of your
actions:)

This is in my opinion the best post i've ever read on this blog. Hey, Erim. I can see
that you're not into any spiritual mumbo jumbo shit, but there is this author Jed
McKenna who wrote quite an intresting trilogy of books and perhaps they will
resonate with you. Maybe you will find something in them, though i think you've
figured this shit out for yourself already. You're an adult now. This world belongs to
children, but still, let's be as free and wild and untamed as we can and just have a
fucking blast while it lasts. The 30BAD-crew are gonna go apeshits over this one
because it just kills so much of their emotional shiedling against certain cold and
harsh facts, but fuck 'em and their abolitionistic neurosis. I've got your back.
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he's just into non-spiritual mumbo jumbo shit.
and seemingly, so are you.

lol

no spiritual mumbo jumbo ? thats not all Erim appears to have thrown out ..
laws,rules,rights , objective reality! 
who cares about others interests and well being, who cares about the pig and
the meat spike (or something to that effect that Erim mentioned) the logical
conclusion of that kind of mentality is giving no care to the well being of
anyone and taking what you want, not even paying to much head to our own
conscious thoughts after all maybe the idea of "self" is bullshit too ?

Sigh.

I guess I'll have to explain shit again.

Okay, if you can be honest with yourself and really get right down to it, I
think everybody pretty much knows that laws, rules, rights, and an
objective reality are not definable truths.

Laws, rules and rights are not holy, they are made by groups of people
(and sometimes even other animals) who create them to be able to live
with one another. They are not cast in stone. They change with the times.
They are not objective, and they sure as hell aren't real. If our human
"laws" were actual "LAWS", then it would be impossible to break them.
That's what a "law" is, think about the laws of physics. You can't break
the laws of physics, the laws of physics break YOU. But the arbitrary
human laws, now those you can break, as long as you manage to get
away with it. How real a "law" is that?

Rights change from one day to the next. A "right" too, exists only in
people's minds. Take the most general "right", the right to live. We all
think we somehow have a "right" to live, but when some accident or
something happens like when you fall off a cliff or something, what
happens to your right then? Can you bargain with the world and bitch
about your "right" to live? No. Because rights only exist in the mind. They
have no footing in reality.
Here, watch this:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
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My point was not that laws, rights or reality doesn't exist, surely they do
exist, we do have laws and rights and a concept of reality. But my point
was that all of these are arbitrary, they are not real, we just pretend they
are real and abide by them to keep the system running. So when someone
comes along and claims you're immoral and logically inconsistent
because you eat meat and therefore partake in murder, they are really
arguing about arbitrary values that aren't objective. When a person kills
another, the state doesn't arrest the murderer just because "it's the law",
they arrest them because that law to arrest them was created on society's
demand. If society didn't demand that murder be deemed "wrong" and
"illegal", then it wouldn't be. If for instance we had like a society of
criminals, like the one imagined in John Carpenter's "Escape From L.A.", a
city that's ruled completely by criminals, then we would have a completely
different set of laws, rights, and rules.

My rejection of an objective reality is somewhat less defensible in terms
of convenience, it's really a philosophical approach rather than a realist
one, but I think it holds water nonetheless. After doing this interview I've
received e-mails from people telling me that there are schools of
philosophy that do think this way, and I'm pretty much sure that I'm
correct.

So yeah, like many others who have come before me, I had discovered
nihilism. No, I didn't discover it simply after watching Fight Club. Damn, I
wish I had written that part in a bit more detail in the interview. People
seem to think that I watched FC and BAM, just like that I was a Frederic
Nietzsche wannabe. No. My conclusions are based on my lifetime of
observations. When you grow up as the fat kid that sits at the back of the
classroom and doesn't participate in life, you get to observe a fuckton.

And shut the fuck up questioning my conclusions simply on the grounds
that I am young or that I'm a "tool". Fuck you. You don't know me, and
you're just trying to avoid questioning these things because they go
against your core beliefs. You may be a smart dude for sure, but your
close minded weak mentality is truly sickening.

HAHAHAHA
You have no idea how much I resonate with this post. Fuck yeah!

But hey, if you really think this is the best post on this blog, you must be new
here. Thank you though, Rhys just asks the best questions.
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honestly erim it just sounds like you are a bit lost.. saying FUCK YEAH!
it's okay for me to eat animals, it's all right, there are only 3 billion other
crazy people in the world.. if you wanna eat meat so bad why don't you
kill the chicken yourself?

I do. This interview doesn't mention it, but I broke my raw veganism
with a mountain snake I hunted myself. I've been hunting long
before I went vegan, no problems.

Oh by the way, do you collect all your grains yourself? I'd like to
know.

Why kill? When hungry, lost in the jungles, yes, you have to!
Otherwise what was the snake doing to you? Hunt for the
pleasure? Pure cowardice!
It is really worrying that watching Earthlings did nothing to you.
If you watched children dying of hunger, would that affect you?
I doubt it. That´s why it is worrying. 

Have you read a book called Feet of Clay? Your eureka night
sounded so much like the birth of another cult leader. That
kind of experience is shared by 99 out of a 100 cult leaders.

I was very thrilled that you left the LFRV community so secure.
But reading this essay of yours got me really worried about
your sanity. Of course, you are laughing right now, but every
psychotic personality develops thus. Take heed and talk to real
friends or go see a trustworthy specialist. I wish you well!..

Wow. You really think I'm batshit insane because I hunt?

Well then there's a whole bunch of us soon-to-be cult
leaders out there.

Seriously though. You don't know me.
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No I don´t!

No, only the psycopaths....and you already have some
followers right here on this list of comments, even
though you may not be a psycopath, of course!. 

You´re right, I don´t....but your take on the lives of
animals is pretty clear, I think. And don´t forget that
although primitivists have a great idelology, things
have really got out of hand now...and we are
definetly NOT hunter-gatherers anymore....and it is
very improbable that we will be able to reverse
history....tough luck!

Also, the problem with our current society is not the
industrial-technological society, but the financial
system that grew from it´s distortion. Have you seen
the 3 Zeitgeist movies?

Whenever somebody says the word "Zeitgeist", I
immediately make a point to stop taking them
seriously. I understand that Zeitgeist is quite
popular among radical dieting circles such as
vegans or paleos and this will probably cause
another shitstorm against me, but seriously,
Zeitgeist does NOT tell you the truth. There are
articles and entire websites devoted to how it
doesn't, check em out. Use Google, and most
importantly, use your brain!

Just because somebody does not feel bad about
the deaths of animals he doesn't even KNOW
doesn't make him a psychopath. Do you feel
bad for every animal that dies all around the
world? For instance, as you read this post
something like 300 animals died worldwide.
Have you mourned for the deaths of each and
every one of those? No, of course not. If you felt
sad for every single animal that died you would
probably commit suicide just to stop
experiencing this horrible, horrible life.

The way I see it is, why should I feel bad about
some animal I don't even know? Things die all
the time, humans, animals, plants, bacteria,
things DIE. Why should I make myself sad for
things I had nothing to do with, no reason? I
feel bad when something bad happens to
someone I do care about, but other than that,
why should I?

Saying that primitivism is right but it's unlikely
to happen has so many things wrong with it.
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First of all, even if that is true, does that mean
we have to start supporting civilization with full
force?
Second of all, you CAN be a hunter-gatherer
still. There are people who do it. Even if we
probably won't be able to reverse history, we
can still do what's best for ourselves. Personally,
I feel that living in the wild would be more fun
than living in a city, and I actually CAN do that,
so I will.

Also, Zeitgeist, in it's "Venus project", supports a
technological system, in fact a system that is
more technology-based than ANY other system
that has ever existed, and so by definition, the
Zeitgeist movement is actually the exact
opposite of the primitivist movement.

If you actually care about wilderness and living a
free, untamed life, the future that Peter Joseph
promises is not what you're looking for.

Oh my, I took you for an intelligent person,
which you are....so either you did not
REALLY watch the movies or you did not
understand Zeitgeist at all. Specially
Zeitgeist Addendum, which is the best one.
I don´t give a damn if radical dieting circles
are mad about the movie or not. I am a
great admirer of both Peter Joseph and
Jacques Fresco for their `putting the pieces
of this horrendous puzzle together´,
knowlegeable critique and wise future
propositions. The technology proposed by
the Venus Project is one FOR life
(wilderness included), saving resources,
and valorization of men and nature alike,
and, first and foremost it takes man´s
actual stage of evolution (or involution if
you wish) in account and builds from there
on.

But you are being coherent, I must say.
Your exposition of your lack of concern for
animals and people you do not know,
corroborates with the individualistic
solution of going to the wild. This lack of
concern for others (a real one and not the
"leftists" one) is the exact reason why we
came to such a chaotic state of affairs in
modern civilization, the attitude of "I just
care about myself and the ones I love" is
the main sickness of mankind at the
moment, and from what you´re saying, you
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are just another participant of it.

"Just because somebody does not feel bad
about the deaths of animals he doesn't
even KNOW doesn't make him a
psychopath" Did I say that?..

Zeitgeist is more canned material for
the sheeps!! and yes you are a sheep.
How can I said so? because you are
talking about Zeitg.. like the ultimate
truth, when is full of half truths and
half lies. Question everything and
specially something that question the
System to sell you an Utopia.
Venus project will never come true,
becuase is an Utopia and they are
there to keep you dreaming inside the
System hoping for a change.
No wonder why you are Vegan keep
dreaming boy! the truth is there is no
truth.
And at the moment we are here in
front of this computer reading and
writing because we evolve and got big
brains by killing and eating big game,
because we can do it, because we are
at the top of food chain. You can
choose to keep dreaming been a
sheep a prey or say fuck all this
accept yourself and become the
predator you are! hahaha!!

Nice thinking Stronglean.
There is no truth. ?Yes, accurate.
Or we could define truth in terms
of the lie. People of the Lie, says
Peck. Who are the People of the
Lie? All those who disagree with
us, of course! We ourselves are
always the true ones. - it's the
others who are wrong. So truth is
purely subjective, we could even
go further and say it is purely
individualistic, however much of
a sheep the individual might be.
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It's quite easy to see the lust for
personal power in the antics of
the Zeitgeist movement. And of
course their project is the
extreme of anti-natural,
technological civilisation, as Erim
points out. I would just add the
word tyrannical.

I tend to only respond to
intelligent arguments...but here I
am answering to you....out of
politeness! 

You are probably gonna be the
head hunter of Erim´s cave men!
Congrats!

Hahaha! Paldren TRY to
make some logical
arguments.
Anyway keep eating vegan,
because that translate to
more fatty meat to us.
And final point: Is probable
that you are going to be our
Prey, as we predators look
for the weak links in the
chain ;)

edit: substitute industrial-technological society
by industrial-technological system in line 2

alas, you are being diagnosed by someone who has
obviously never been around people who are actually
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psychotic.

Sorry the word is psycopath! I could not edit the
post so....

and what are your qualifications to make
this diagnosis?

LOL!!!

he's on the INTERNET!

ROFL!!!

Ya right. I'll just bet he does. lol.

and you wonder why you didn't care about the pig in
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earthlings? mate this isn't a pretense that other viewers put on
, I was in tears watching that and no, I'm not weak minded in
the slightest thats why I'm very curious to read articles such as
this one and see if there are any newly discovered problems
with veganism that I will need to address.

i would really like to hear the story of your "hunting" trip. 
Haha. I'm already laughing thinking about. 
i collect my fruit at the grocery store
and hunt for the best deals. 

Wait a minute, does that make a primitivist? 
hmmm
im confused

You don't have to say it out loud. I already knew you were
a very confused old man.

i think it's my beard in the photo... 
funny how when i have it people think i'm 40
when i don't they think i'm 15. 

I'm 27. 
Old to a 19 year old. 
Young for a 40 year old. 
go figure...

i feel great.
i wish i was 35 though... like i told my grandpa,
that's when men get the most chicks to which he had
a nice 81 year old laugh.

I did when I was living in ecuador, but now cos I live in canada
there ain't much to pick!
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I guess earthlings really didn't affect you.. I myself can't kill
something and eat it.

@420karma
When you were living in Ecuador, did you and Matt
Monarch fill your Super Soaker water guns with Adya
Clarity?

That's the most disturbing thing I've read in a while...that
"Earthlings" didn't bother you. Wow. I'm an ethical vegan
but I think most human beings, regardless of diet, would
be upset watching that film. No wonder the world is
fucked. I can see why you went back to animal products,
having no compassion but for most people who don't want
to stay raw, at least stay vegan please. Oh, it's better for
your health too.

Better than starvation perhaps. There are no vegan
populations, none! The healthiest, longest-lived
populations eat a plant-based diet plus animal foods.
The Okinawans would laugh at your statement, as do
I.

see my definition of "sociopath" above.

Yet I can also call you a sociopath since you
seem to feel nothing bad about eating those
poor innocent plants.
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What was the definition again?

Sociopath:
a person with a personality disorder manifesting
itself in extreme antisocial attitudes and
behavior and a lack of conscience.

Well unlike you I'm not going to claim to know
about your "antisocial attitudes" but based on
your indifference to the deaths of plants, I will
say you lack a conscience.

Welcome to the sociopath club bro! Have a seat,
make yourself at home!
It's called EXISTENCE.

thanks!
got anything to eat?

Back to the "all people who watch Earthlings and
continue to eat meat are sociopaths" argument.
Really, it has been overused.

I question whether the folks who are throwing
around the word are qualified to diagnose a
personality disorder in people they haven't even
met.

you really think people the implication of
calling someone a psychopath on the
internet is that the person making the
claim was diagnosing? and if I call someone
an idiot am I actually claiming their mental
age is three or below? As a vegan , Im a
sociopath, my view varies from 90% of the
human population on these issues and I
throw a spanner in the works by not
accepting all the food offered at social
events ... 
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how would you describe a person who
watched a doco revealing that taco bell use
plantation workers as their "beef" mince
then continued to buy the tacos ? would
you be out of line to use the word
psychopath?

As I have explained earlier, feeling bad
for animals you have never personally
known makes no sense to me. I am
not some desensitized badass-
wannabe that some people seem to
think I am. I just don't see the point in
feeling bad about things that are
completely out of my control and that
happen to animals that I don't even
know.

I would feel very bad if like my dog or
something died, but I'm not going to
cry rivers over some chickens that I
haven't even seen.

Also, saying that a human who
witnesses the result of his meat
eating as being animal suffering and
yet still continues to eat meat is a
psychopath would mean that ALL of
our ancestors were psychos. Those
people killed the animals with their
own hands all the time, there were no
shady factory farms back then. If
we're coming from such a predatory
bloodline, I would think that veganism
would be the abomination, not meat
eating. And I have mentioned this in
the interview.

Veganism is a result of moral
hypersensitivity that's caused by a lack
of genuine individuality and power, it's
role is to compensate for these two
deficits. Just like how some sunlight is
good and too much is bad for you,
being sensitive to emotional issues is
good to some point, but it's possible
to take it all too far. It is a fact that
bacteria in the air are living beings.
Should we feel bad for killing millions
of them every time we breathe? Should
we even question whether or not we
"should" or "should not" do things
based on other people's opinions?
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Yo Erim! Remember me? Good to see you're finding what works for you.

The last couple days of my 6th month LFRV, I relocated. The fruit was terrible and I
ceased thriving. I moved to starch based cooked, felt better, and have been there
since (2mo). When I was LFRV in the correct environment (a place where things
grew) with good fruit, I felt amazing. Better than I ever have. I'm currently working
my way back onto LFRV now. Maybe it'll only work for me in 6mo stints. I'm ok with
that. I like having the peace of mind knowing that I wont cling to the ideology if I
got anything less than some thrivin going on ;)

Ideology is pretty tough to battle. It comes with the territory of any "diet". Right
before I wrote my 30BaD departing letter and got booted, I had grown pretty
annoyed by the whole "You should be killed like the animals you kill" stuff myself.
I'm doing great these days eating all plants, and it's nice to know nothing is dying
just because I feel like I "need" to eat meat. But, [if] the time comes where I begin
having issues… rest assured I'll be back in the woods looking for dinner with a
heart beat :)

You make an important point. Those of us who live in more northern climates
cannot get a variety of good fruit year round. I can get good local fruit for
maybe three months out of the year. 

The fruit imported from long distances usually is pretty crappy, and has a
huge environmental impact due to transportation costs.

Hey Grok!
Good for you man. Like I said, I'm still MOSTLY lfrv myself, and really don't
have any problems with it working or not working.
My point is that if people want out of veganism, even slightly, there's nothing
holding them back other than their own arbitrary values. I know you don't
have those.
You're one of my inspirations actually :)
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"if people want out of veganism, even slightly, there's nothing holding
them back"

Can be applied to any dietary religion, but correct. Not like you're trying
to escape the mob family or something.

"You're one of my inspirations actually :)"

Oops, Ha-ha. Congrats on feeling well.

If you're upset with the fact that 811 didn't work for you, fine. If you're unhappy
with YOUR choices and aware you DID NOT do everything you could have for your
health, fine. But please DO NOT blame the diet for your failing health. 

I hope for your sake you do not fall sicker and that when you have regained your
health and sanity that you do in fact rejoin us on the vegan side of life. There's alot
less anger involved. And you'll be far more at peace with yourself and others when
you're not constantly worried about if your choices are right or wrong. And when
you don't feel the need to defend everything you do because you're unsure and
insecure of your dietary choices. 

Best of luck:)

oh shut hell up with all this "dont blame the diet"
Go eat stuff your mouth with bananas.

Yeah, never blame the diet, right?
When you go on a diet and it stops working and if when you go off of it, you
feel better, obviously it wasn't the diet, right?

no it's your addictions to food tricking you.. saying oh it's okay look you
can eat this and feel good.. you have to be pretty asleep to know that
eating dead cooked flesh (or corpse) isn't doing you any good..
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I don't suppose we should talk about carbohydrate addiction. In
particular, the whole connection between dietary carbohydrates and
serotonin that makes them so yummy and addictive.

In case you think I'm making this up:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pu...
http://www.musingsonmind.org/f...

Ah, that wonderful I-ate-a-lot-of-carbohydrates fugue state. Maybe
I will go eat a dozen bananas imported from ~4500km away. Once
I'm drugged up with the carbohydrates, I won't care about the
environmental destruction, fossil fuels used to bring those bananas
to me in Canada, and the abuse of the workers in the Central
American banana plantations.

Notes:
I used the distance between Guatemala City and Vancouver as a
rough reference. 4852 km/3015mi. 

12 bananas = about 300g of carbohydrates, assuming I don't eat the
peels, should be enough for a good buzz

When I first heard of "30 bananas a day" I was horrified--
bananas are pretty much the worst thing you can eat if you are
trying to minimize harm to people, animals, or the
environment.

Vancouver, eh? Much better stuff to smoke there than banana
skins. ;)

Tell that to the Okinawans who have the highest number of
centenarians per capita of any country in the world. Or tell that to
the people of Sardinia. Both populations have impressive longevity
records and both populations consume animal products. Fish and
pork in Okinawa and lamb and dairy in Sardinia. They have struck
the right balance and have the evidence to prove it. These
populations leave you vegans in their dust when it comes to health
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and longevity.

I don't believe in blaming one of diets most suited to all our needs as
humans. LFRV is not a cure all, it's simply a solid foundation in which
helps you live and lead a peaceful, healthy life. 

When you embark on a new path nutritionally it's easier to "feel better"
when toxic substances are involved (salt meat, etc) because they numb
you. 

Did you ever have any blood work done? Did you supplement with B-12?
I experienced the brain fog, fatigue etc you describe when you were 811
and they all went away after a good 3 months once I started taking Vit D
and B-12. I also come from A severely eating disordered past. It's
unreasonable to think that after one harms ones body to such a level that
a few years will be enough to heal 100%,

Erim, I'm not trying to attack you, nor do I think it's right that anyone has.
Your choices do not define you as a person 100%. The one you made
before, or the ones you made now I think you're a very nice young man
and I truly do hope you find help and can make peace your new diet and
lifestyle. If you ever want to chat (free of judgement and away from
anger), please let me know:)

Why would you need to supplement a diet most suited to all our
needs as humans? Seems odd to me.

as usual, Melissa hits the nail on the head.

Melissa "hits the nail on the head"? ... rather, Melissa
needs to be hit on the head with the facts about B12.
Maybe you do too, Bob. Even some hardcore meat eaters
need to supplement. It's simply the nature of the beast.
Regarding Vit D, people at any altitude higher than around
NY in the U.S. barely get enough sunlight during winter
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months to produce adequate amounts.

Can't say a diet isn't best suited for you because you need
to supplement a couple things when there isn't another
diet which solves these issues either.

don't be stupid. Look up the data, it's not "hardcore
meat eaters" that need to supplement, it's people
from all dietary backgrounds with GI disorders, a
considerable population. A truly healthy omnivore
does not need to supplement and an omnivore with
b12 deficiency should address the underlying cause
(heal the ulcer, get tested for celiac, et.c).

exactly... wait , hold on , don't pregnant omni mums to be have
to supplement with folic to avoid defects ?
I know plenty of omni folk who supp iron and get b12
injections..

The government recommends that because the diets of
nearly every omnivore are so inadequate in those
nutrients, but that's by choice and ignorance. 

I love how vegans use the examples of sick omnivores or
omnivores with crappy diets "Oh look, some omnivores
need to supplement too, that must mean our diet is totally
normal." No, it means both types of diets suck.

It means that the refinement and development of
agricultural produce (to grow faster, and fruits
sweeter) have created less nutritious foods.
Omnivores are also sick because of the meat they eat
is less nutritious and healthy due to animals fed on a
diet unnatural to their origin. Cows on soy and
humans on soy. Neither are healthy. The rationale is
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to supplement and eat organic and natural meats.
Kids and moms on paleo/primal are healthier and
stronger. As a Scandinavian lactose tolerant I also eat
organic and natural milk products. B12 is not a
problem. Though 6 months of darkness means less
vitamin D. So I supplement, I fell better and I don't
get depressed.

Indecisivestragners,
I used to believe that meat numbs you too. Nowadays I doubt it
because, well, where's the proof? It's funny how people endorsing a
certain kind of diet will dismiss anything that goes against their
beliefs. For vegans, if you eat vegan and feel great, it's because the
vegan diet is making you feel great, but if you eat non-vegan and
feel great, it's just an illusion because of the adrenaline in meat or
whatever (and I'm STILL waiting for a vegan to show me where this
adrenaline in meat is and how it can act on the body)

For the paleos, if you feel good on paleo it's because of paleo, but if
you feel good on non-paleo foods it's because you're not eating
enough fat which is affecting your cognitive abilities, or something.
It's so easy to dismiss things by saying "yeah it's because they numb
you".

I had blood work done on LFRV when things started going badly, but
all the values came back perfect (including B-12). Also, if a diet
requires me to use supplements in order to work, how can that diet
be the best diet for me? You say LFRV works for you when you take
Vitamin D and B-12, but then it's not that LFRV works for you, it's
that LFRV + supplements work for you. Doesn't this tell you enough
about LFRV?

Claiming the diet didn't work because I have a distant past with
eating disorders is also dismissing things. If my failure was due to
my body requiring time to heal enough for me to feel better on
LFRV, then why did I feel so great at the beginning? Why am I
feeling so great right now?

I appreciate that you're approaching things intellectually rather than
emotionally and that we're open to each other's views, so thank you.

Erim, supplementing D or B-12 has nothing to do with diet and
everything to do with environment. D comes from the sun and
B-12 can be made in the gut if you haven't had severe eating
issues in the past (which you have). You are blaming the diet
for the way you lived in the past. Even Harley supplements B-
12 but he readily admits it's because of his past health issues.
You are skirting the issue. Talking to a non vegan or ex vegan
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is like talking to a politician. They want to argue their point but
ignore the questions being asked or the points being made to
contradict what they are saying.

Regardless of all this, you admit your B-12 levels were low but
say that you had your blood work done and all of your levels
were fine. You are contradicting yourself. Aside from that if all
the rest of your levels were fine then why were you still having
health issues? It doesn't make sense in the slightest bit. It's
quite obviously not the diet. The blood work actually proves it.
Let me say it again, the blood work proves it. Aside from this
point scientifically you know very well that animal meats cannot
give you anything to heal the problems you were having (but
we already know you know this). I think you are mixing your
ideology issues up with your health issues and that doesn't
really make any sense to me.

You do seem very angry to me and I remember being that way
when I was 19. I am not holding any judgement against you
and I want you to know that. I wish you the best of luck and
hope someday you figure out what the real problem was.

I was nearly dead on a 100% junk food diet. My blood
work came back "perfect". Just sayin....

First of all, I'm really not angry with you. I don't feel
anything towards you, I thought we were just having
discussion.

I never said I knew I had B-12 deficiency, but the RLS
definitely suggests that was the case. But yes, the
bloodwork came back perfect.
This however shows to me that bloodwork doesn't always
give us a clear picture of what's going on. Maybe there
was enough B-12 in my blood but it wasn't getting to the
cells where it's needed? I'm not going to claim I know
everything, but I do know that bloodwork only and only
reveals what materials are inside your bloodstream at the
time, nothing more. It doesn't tell you the condition of
your organs, or anything else. It just shows what is in your
blood.

You could even be starving and having your own muscles
"eaten" by your own body and that would raise blood B-12
levels, but that wouldn't show that your diet was providing
enough B-12. It would just show what is in your blood.
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The only place where my views on ideology is relevant in
the diet discussion is when I say that I will not label
myself with anything anymore. Even if I somehow go back
to eating 100% vegan I will not call myself vegan.

I still to this day do not like using the word vegan or
any other label for that matter. 
It's about health. 
And Erim, our bodies don't care whether we eat
"meat" or whatever it is. It's what that "meat" breaks
down into. 
I don't understand how you can disregard all the
science that supports the problems that high fat,
high protein in our system causes. I mean, you read a
blog by some chick you had a hard on for and then
decided that she is amazing because she spent a
year trying to find holes in a study that was
interpreted by a scientist who only had one chapter
of it in his book? 
And then you read the unabomber manifesto and wet
your pants? 

Oh right. I keep forgetting. 
you're still a teenager.

Sometimes I wish I hadn't deleted my posts from
30BaD so you could see how much similar we
actually think about nutrition.

I'm not eating a high-fat, high-protein diet.

You're wrong about the hard-on about Denise
Minger since I was a raw vegan when I first read
her, and raw vegans can't get hard-ons.

Also, I like how you think agreement with
someone from the opposite sex is almost a
marriage proposal, while with Doug Graham or
Durianrider it's A-OK. Nice sexism you got there
bro.

Oh right. I keep forgetting.
You're a moron.
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I saw some of your posts and I thought
they were very well written and intelligent
in content. Yes, you are still quite low fat
and mostly raw plant foods with a little
animal products. I'm just curious what is in
the animal products you think you are
getting that is causing your health
improvements? You mentioned fat in the
interview + hormones but don't go into it
more. And then hint at protein above? I
just dont get it. 

Maybe you're right I am a moron. 

Then again saying raw vegans can't get
hard-ons makes you one as well. 

It seems we have something in common =D

Thank you.
Like I said, I honestly do not know
what exactly the problem was. I wish I
did.
I do think it's probably related to
protein and fat intake, and maybe
some micronutrients. I'm afraid I
cannot be very precise about this
issue, and believe me I know it's
important. So, sorry.

apology accepted.

Humans evolved to consume
meat, becoming
omnivorous. Eating only
herbivorous will create
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malnutrition. Its that easy. 

http://www.newscientist.co
m/ar...

yep, if its about health it has little to do with
veganism, veganism is an ethical concern, not
environmental, not motivated by personal health
improvement. just like someone who avoids
pork for health reasons isn't a muslim.

Im not sure I see why you would ever be mad and
anyone or anything ever again! frankly you do seem
to have an ideology, the worship of *bad assery* and
caring about very little besides our own whims .. the
self obsessed assholes at your school were and
probably still are assholes.. why would anyone revere
that? 
Do you question the existence of yourself as a
permanent/constant whole/self ? I would in your
position.. I avoid staring into that abyss man and I
hope you aren't having a rough time.. (non raw food
based, happy to supplement vegan here BTW)
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	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87)_(88): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87)_(88)_(89): 
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